
ONPlay Committee Meeting Notes 
March 27, 2014 
4-6 p.m. 
 
Round Table Updates: 
 

1. Mark talked about a new Nature Play site at Oxbow Park.  They have $200k for the 
project. 

 
2. June 29th is International Mud Day.  Want several state parks to participate.  Vickie has 

reached out to Stub Stewart and McIver state parks.  No word yet but will follow up. 
 
Agenda Items: 
 

1. Nature Play How to PDF reviewed: 
a. General format is great.  Content needs further development. Group is eager to 

see this information move to a website format. 
 

2. Cost Comparisons reviewed: 
a. Carrie presented a brief cost comparison that included several projects; Hyland 

Woods, Warner Park (TN), Shelby Bottoms (TN), Camille Park, Silver Falls & 
Portland Parks. 

b. One comment that everyone agreed on is it’s important to separate the 
construction and soft costs to get an accurate comparison. 
 

3. Mike from US Fish & Wildlife – Grant Opportunity 
a. Discussed the idea of looking for ways to expand the environmental stewardship 

conversation. 
b. He would like the ONPlay committee to come up with a concept and a strategic 

use of funds and a delivery of Nature Play areas. 
c. Funding could be small; $10k per year for five years.  Would need names of 1-2 

people to craft the proposal. 
d. Someone suggested a “stepping stone” concept, with the first step being “where 

we live”. 
e. We could create a parents group through the Nature Play web site or through meet 

ups.   
f. Capacity building for the group was discussed as well as research on nature play 

user statistics. 
g. We could use “Portland Matters” as a model.  We could get Lego kits where you 

can build the fort on line, then get instructions on how to build it in real life. 
h. There is a Let’s Go connection and we need to tap into how it can link to Urban 

Refuge Initiative.  We need to reach out to the underserved. 
i. Nature Play areas don’t necessarily teach specific skills. 
j. Some ideas – learn about animals & their environment and then role play. Kids 

play area in animal refuge areas to learn about the animals and their environments 
k. NW Trek has some good ideas 



l. A suggestion to connect Nature Plays with local schools or underserved areas. 
The biggest issue with schools is who transports the kids to/from the nature play 
areas.  There may be ways to get grant money for the schools to pay for a bus for 
transportation. 
 

4. Mark said that Metro can provide $100K to produce ONPlay needs like $20-30K for 
revamping the web site and providing a part time staff budget of 20 hours per week and 
$20k yearly. 

a. We could hold an event in October sponsored by OPRD and Metro to launch 
ONPlay and to re-launch How-To and the newly revamped web site. 

b. Capacity building - $10k, 10-20 hours per week, with the $10k to match and 
leverage the dollars. 

i. $50k to build the “how-to” and $30k to rebuild the web site. 
c. We could have a couple of brief talks.  We need to draw in the professional 

community.  Maybe 10 tables, presenters & a short movie.  We can augment that 
with tours to Nature Play areas. 

d. Outdoor Seekers could be another group we need to connect with. 
 

5. Tour Nature Play Facilities  
a. The committee is going to tour several Nature Play sites.  We need to reach out to 

beyond our group.   
 
 
Next Steps: 
 

1. OPRD will set up tours this summer. 
 

2. OPRD will continue to refine cost comparisons 
 

3. Mark and Jaime will coordinate funding for ONplay from Metro 
 

4. Michele will work with Mike from USFW for the grant funding concept and grant 
writing. 
 

5. With more funding website upgrades and research interestes can be developed further. 
 

6. Our next meeting will be on April 24th, 4-6 p.m. @ Portland Parks and Rec in Forest Park 
Room 

 
 


